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This article analyzes several medieval trigonometric treatises including The Book on 
Unknown Arcs of a Sphere by the Spanish-Arabic mathematician al-Jayyani (1 lth century); 
De triangulis by the German scholar Regiomontanus, or Johannes Mtiller (15th century); 
and writings of several Oriental scholars devoted to the same subject. It is conjectured that 
The Book on Unknown Arcs of a Sphere was one of the Islamic sources of the trigonometric 
treatise by Regiomontanus. vi 19X6 Audemic Press. Inc. 
L’article contient l’analyse comparative de quelques trait& trigonometriques et notam- 
ment du Livre sur les arcs inconnus de la sphere du mathematicien Hispano-arabe al-Jayyani 
(XI’ siecle); d’ouvrage Sur /es triangles de Regiomontanus (Johannes Mtiller, XV’ sitcle); et 
encore d’autres savants arabes medievaux. L’auteur en tire, la conclusion hypothetique de 
l’influence exercee par le traite d’alJayy5ni sur l’ouvre trigonometrique de Regiomontanus. 
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In 1620 Nasir al-Din al Tiisi (1201-1274) wrote his Treatise on the Complete 
Quadrilateral. Caratheodory [1891] published it with a French translation. The 
treatise contained five books in which the author studied the theory of composite 
ratios, the theory of plane and spherical complete quadrilaterals, plane and spheri- 
cal laws of sines, and the solution of spherical triangles. 
It has recently become apparent that the anonymous Collection of Rules of 
Astronomy (which had already appeared in the 11th century; see [Hairetdinova 
19661) was written according to the same pattern. The Collection contains an 
introduction, six preliminary lemmas, and three books. The first book of the 
treatise deals with the theory of composite ratios, the second discusses the theory 
of plane and spherical quadrilaterals, and the third treats the spherical law of sines 
and the solution of spherical triangles. It is evident from the introduction [Hairet- 
dinova 1966, 4521 that the treatise is the first work written according to this 
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pattern. One of the most important discoveries of the author is the use of a polar 
triangle to determine sides of spherical triangles by their angles. Comparison of 
the two treatises shows that although their patterns coincide, al-Tiisi’s account of 
many topics is much simpler and more elegant. Nevertheless it is clear that 
trigonometric knowledge had already been systematized in the East two centuries 
before al-Tusi. 
During the period 1462-1464 Regiomontanus (1436-1476) wrote his De triangu- 
/is omnimodis libri quinque [Regiomontanus 19671, which deals with magnitudes 
and ratios, the solution of plane triangles, spherical geometry, and the solution of 
spherical triangles by means of the laws of sines and cosines. 
It was believed, until recently, that Regiomontanus was the first European 
scholar to give a systematic account of plane and spherical trigonometry. Recent 
discoveries, however, reveal that four centuries before Regiomontanus a treatise 
explicating trigonometric knowledge in a methodical way was written in Europe- 
more precisely, in Spain. The Book on Unknown Arcs of a Sphere [Kitfib majhtilat 
qisi al-kuru], an Arabic treatise on plane and spherical trigonometry written by the 
Spanish-Arab mathematician of the 11th century Abti ‘Abdallah Muhammad ibn 
Mu’adh alJayyani (989-1097), was published in 1979 with a Spanish translation 
by M. V. Villuendas. She gave a short account of this treatise in her subsequent 
paper [Villuendas 19801; see also [Samso 19801. Having studied this edition of al- 
Jayyani’s treatise, we now present some interesting facts concerning spherical 
trigonometry in the East and in Europe, including three important theorems from 
al-Jayyani’s treatise not mentioned in the paper [Villuendas 19801. 
Al-Jayyani was born in Jayyan (now Jaen) in 989. From 1012 through 1016 he 
lived in Egypt, where he studied mathematics. Al-Jayyani was a pupil of Ibn al- 
Haytham, a prominent physicist, mathematician, and astronomer of the 10th and 
1 lth centuries; hence his interest in Book 5 of Euclid’s Elements, the book Ibn al- 
Haytham is known to have studied. Al-Jayyani probably wrote The Book on 
Unknown Arcs ofa Sphere after his return from Egypt to Islamic Spain, where he 
was a judge. He died in Spain, apparently, in 1079. In the introduction to his 
treatise, al-Jayyani wrote: 
In this book we want to explain the definition of the magnitude of an arc situated on the 
surface of a sphere and to appreciate to the greatest degree of knowledge angles thus formed 
FIGURE 1 
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by arcs of great circles in order to derive therefrom the greatest benefit towards comprehend- 
ing the science of the movement of celestial [bodies] and towards the calculation of figures 
appearing there [in the sky] because of the changes in the position of celestial bodies. 
So, we present something whose value and usefulness in regard to comprehending this 
[subject] are great. As to premises that were derived by scholars before us, we give them 
without proof so that through proving them [the reader] will acquire knowledge, come nearer 
to their proof, or obtain indications leading to them. . . We have written our book for those 
who are in any degree experienced in geometry rather than for beginners. [Villuendas 1979,3] 
Al-Jayyani gives, without proof, Menelaos’ theorem for a complete spherical 
quadrilateral ADCFBE (Fig. I) in the form of ratios: 
sin BA sin BD sin CF 
(9 - = - * - 
sin CA sin CE sin BF 
sin EA sin FD sin CE’ 
(ii) - = - . ~ 
sin DA sin FE sin BD ’ 
sin BE sin BF sin CD (iii) - = - * - sin DC sin CF sin BE 
sin EA sin FD sin CA ’ 
(iv) - = - . -. 
sin DA sin FE sin BA 
(AB < 180”, AC < 180”) HI. 
Alongside the term “mu’allafa min nisbatayn” [composed from two ratiosl- 
used by mathematicians of the medieval East-al-Jayyani uses an equivalent 
term, “murakkab min nisbatain.” 
In al-Jayyani’s treatise the notation for points differs from that in Islamic mathe- 
matical writings. In the latter points are marked by letters with overlines, while al- 
Jayyani uses designations of letters of the Arabic alphabet. Only once in his 
treatise does he follow the example of Muslim scholars. 
Al-Jayyani considers quotients resulting from the division of sines of angles by 
their cosines. He does not name the quotients (the tangents) although the relevant 
term was already known in Islamic countries in the ninth century. In Chapter VIII 
of Book III of his Canon Masudicus al-Birtini, al-Jayyani’s prominent contempo- 
rary in the medieval East, called the quotient “converted shadow”; in Book VIII 
of the same treatise he called it “shadow.” In his treatise al-Jayyani gives a “table 
formed by the quotients given by dividing the sine by the sine of the complement” 
[Villuendas 1979, 301. Figures in the table are written in sexagesimal fractions in 
alphanumeric notation; here one also finds the term “the line of the argument” 
(satr al-‘adad), also present in al-Birtini’s tables. Note that in this connection al- 
Jayyani remarks in the explanation to his table: 
I f  one of the arcs exceeds the other by ninety, the ratio between what is abstracted from 
their quantities becomes known, it is obtained by dividing the related number [the dividend] 
by that to which it is related [the divisor]: the quotient is an abstract ratio. [Villuendas 
1979, 271 
Like many mathematicians of the medieval East, al-Jayyani treated ratios as 
abstract numbers. Regiomontanus, in his theory of ratios, calls the magnitude of a 
ratio “the denominator of the ratio” and, like al-Jayyani, he considers it an 
abstract number. Like most Muslim mathematicians he deals only with positive 
numbers. 
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Although Regiomontanus’ treatise bears obvious signs of Islamic influence, his 
theory of ratios does not include the notion of compound ratio. However, when 
proving the dual spherical law of sines for rectangular spherical triangles, Re- 
giomontanus uses the compound ratio. The relevant proposition is Theorem 14 of 
Book V [Regiomontanus 1967, 289-2911, which involves an incomplete polar 
triangle. 
Like al-Jayyani, Regiomontanus (who began writing his treatise in 1462) does 
not introduce the notion of tangent. His teacher Peurbach had already used trigo- 
nometric tangents in 1455 when calculating his astronomical tables. Therefore, 
Regiomontanus must have known about tangents. The following question natu- 
rally arises: Why did he not use them in his treatise? 
Al-Jayyani considers different types of spherical triangles, depending on the 
magnitude of the relevant angles and arcs of great circles. Here are some of al- 
Jayyani’s remarks: 
I f  the two sides embrace an obtuse angle and each of them exceeds ninety, then, in regard 
to the other two angles, each of them is obtuse, hence the triangle is unbounded. [Villuendas 
1979, 381 
The phrase “the triangle is unbounded” means that the spherical triangle can- 
not be constructed. And further: 
I f  one of the sides embracing an obtuse angle is less than ninety, and the other one is more 
than ninety, the side opposite to the obtuse [angle] exceeds ninety, hence the triangle is 
unbounded. [Villuendas 1979, 381 
Such a discussion of the impossibility of constructing certain spherical triangles 
appears in alJayyani’s treatise for the first time. 
Al-Biruni, in his Book of Keys to the Science of Astronomy, gives a table of 
“divisions of arc triangles depending on their angles,” which includes ten types of 
triangles along with a description and a drawing of each [AI-Birtini 1954-1956, 
169-1701. The discussion is similar to that given by al-Jayylni. 
Neither Regiomontanus nor al-Jayyani included such precise classifications of 
spherical triangles in their treatises as the one given by al-Biruni, although in each 
separate case Regiomontanus incorporated remarks on the structures of spherical 
triangles depending on the magnitude of arcs and angles. 
M. V. Villuendas states that in the final part of his treatise al-Jayyani discussed 
the spherical law of sines, first for rectangular triangles and later for the general 
case [Villuendas 1979, 3171. In reality, alJayyani formulated and proved the 
spherical law of sines for arbitrary spherical triangles by means of Menelaos’ 
theorem; he neither formulated nor proved the law for rectangular spherical 
triangles. 
In the medieval East, the spherical law of sines was proved by Abti’l-Wafa, Ibn 
‘Iraq, al-Khujandi, al-Biruni, the Isfahan anonymous, and al-Tusi; in Europe 
Regiomontanus proved the law. All of these scholars, however, considered the 
law first for the special case of a right-angled spherical triangle and then for the 
general case. 
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Al-Jayyani formulates his theorem thus: 
I f  the sides of any triangle situated on a spherical surface are arcs of great circles the ratios 
of the sine of any side to the sine of the angle subtending it is the same. [Villuendas 1979,39- 
401 
In our notation for triangle ABC, 
sin ABlsin C = sin AC/sin B = sin BClsin A. 
The proof is based on Menelaos’ theorem. Al-Jayyani complemented triangle 
ABC to obtain quadrilateral DHGEAC (Fig. 2). D is the pole of arc AG: arcs DE, 
DG, and AG are quadrants, arc HG subtends angle A, angle H is a right angle, and 
arc HA is a quadrant. By virtue of Menelaos’ theorem 
sin DGlsin HG = sin DE/sin CE = sin AC/sin AH. 
Since DG = DE, then sin AC/sin CE = sin AH/sin HG, but sin AH = 60, the 
radius of the great circle; therefore 
sin AC sin A = 60 sin CE. (1) 
Al-Jayyani further considers the rectangular triangle BCE with right angle E. He 
writes down the spherical law of sines for this triangle: 
sin BC sin E sin BC 60 -= 
- = sin CE sin CBE’ sin CE sin CBE’ 
sin BC sin CBE = 60 sin CE. 
It follows from (1) and (2) that 
sin AC sin BC sin AC sin BC 
sin CBA = - sin A 
or -z-. 
sin B sin A 
(2) 
This proof is apparently due to alJayyani himself. It differs from proofs of the 
general law of sines by the Oriental mathematicians mentioned above (see also 
M. V. Villuendas’ pertinent remark [1980, 3181). Discussing right spherical trian- 
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gles, al-Jayyani lists eight corollaries of the general law of sines, including the 
spherical “Pythagorean theorem” for a rectangular triangle with right angle A - - [1980, 317-3181. Al-Jayyam gives 16 cases of solving rectangular spherical trian- 
gles [Villuendas 1979, 43-541. 
In the Collection of Rules of Astronomy, Book II, Chapter IV, the Isfahan 
anonymous deduces 14 corollaries of the general spherical law of sines that apply 
to rectangular spherical triangles; for triangle ABC with right angle J3 these corol- 
laries are as follows: 
sin AC cos BC (i) - = ~ 
sin AB cos A ’ 
cos AC sin AB (iii) ~ = ~ 
cot c tan BC’ 
sin BC sin 90” 
(v) - = - 
tan AB tan C ’ 
cos AC sin 90” 
(vii) - = ~ cot c tan A ’ 
cot AB sin 90 
(ix) - = ~ cot AC sin A ’ 
sin AC sin 90 
(xi) ~ = - cot A tan C ’ 
sin AB sin 90” 
(xiii) - = - tan BC tan A ’ 
cos AB sin AC (ii) - = - 
cos c sin BC’ 
sin AC sin 90 
(iv) ~ = - 
sin AB sin A ’ 
cos AB sin 90” 
(vi) ~ = - 
cos c sin A ’ 
cos AB sin 90” 
(viii) - = - cos AC cos BC’ 
cos BC sin 90” (x) ~ = - 
cos A sin C ’ 
sin AC cos BC 
(xii) - = - sin AB cos A ’ 
sin AC cos AB 
(xiv) - = -. sin BC cos c 
In Chapter V of Book II of the Collection of Rules, the Isfahan anonymous 
gives ten cases of solving rectangular spherical triangles, all of them based on 
corollaries listed in Chapter IV. On the whole relations cited by al-Jayyani in his 
treatise coincide with those given by the Isfahan anonymous. Note that the latter 
studied all the topics mentioned above more rigorously and precisely [Hairet- 
dinova 1969, 167-1701. Also, it should be emphasized that many of the problems 
occur as separate theorems in Book IV of the treatise by Regiomontanus, who 
proved and illustrated them with drawings. 
The main aim of al-Jayyani’s treatise was to provide the solutions of arbitrary 
spherical triangles. First he solves them by assuming two sides and the angle 
between them to be known, then for two angles and the adjacent side. His method 
is to divide a spherical triangle into two rectangular ones and to solve them 
according to one of his rules [Villuendas 1979, 52-571. 
The Isfahan anonymous employs the same procedure in Chapter IV of Book 
III of his Collection of Rules, only in a more detailed way and enumerating the 
number of cases obtained by considering different pairs of sides and angles 
[Hairetdinova 1969, 170-1741. Regiomontanus also follows al-Jayyani (see Theo- 
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r-ems 29 and 31 in Book IV of his treatise [Regiomontanus 1967, 255-2571). In 
general, almost all the authors mentioned above solved oblique spherical triangles 
by dividing them into two rectangular triangles. 
Al-Jayyani further considers the problem of determining the angles of an arbi- 
trary spherical triangle by its sides. Suppose triangle ABC (Figs. 3a-c) is given by 
its sides, and it is required to find its angles A, B, and C. Al-Jayyani extends each 
of the sides AB and AC to obtain quadrants AD and AE, joins D and E, and draws 
DE until it intersects the continuation of side BC. In order to find angle C he 
continues DE and BC until they intersect in point G. Point A is the pole of arc DE. 
Since arcs AB and AC are known, it follows that arcs BD and CE are also known, 
Angle G is common to triangles GEC and DGB, therefore, sin CElsin BD = 
sin CGlsin GG, and BG = GC + CB, whence one can derive CC and CB. In 
triangle GCE, E is a right angle, and CE and CG are known. Al-Jayyani deter- 
mines angle C from the relation tan CE = tan CG cos C. Here he uses his rule xiv 
for solving rectangular spherical triangles; angles B and A can be found in a similar 
way. 
Al-Jayyam discusses three cases of solving this problem, depending on the 
magnitudes of the relevant arcs and angles. The Isfahan anonymous also con- 
siders three cases in his Collection ofRules [Hairetdinova 1969, 176-1771, and his 
principle of solution is the same. 
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Like alJayyani and the Isfahan anonymous, Regiomontanus solves this prob- 
lem in detail. He also discusses three cases (see Theorem 34 of Book IV of his 
treatise [Regiomontanus 1967, 2611). 
Al-Jayyani further notes that the most “difficult proposition’.’ is the fifth case of 
a solution of a spherical triangle by three angles. He therefore suggests introduc- 
ing a method that would facilitate the determination of the sides of the triangle. He 
considers three cases, depending on the magnitudes of angles A and B (Fig. 4~). If 
these angles are obtuse, al-Jayyani draws arc AD so that &BAD = 90”, hence 
&DAC < 90”. He also constructs arc AE so that &EAC = 90”, marks off arcs AD 
and AE equal to a quadrant, and joins D and E so that angle DAE corresponds to 
arc DE. Point E is the pole of arc AC, and &DAE + &CAD = 90”. Angle BAC is 
given: &DAC = &BAC - 90”, and consequently, &DAE = 180” - &BAC. 
Angle DBG corresponding to arc DG is constructed in a similar way. &DBG = 
90” - &GBA and &GBA = &CBA - 90”, &DBG = 180” - &CBA; hence the arc 
DG is known. Then alJayyani joins points C and E, C and G, E and G. G is the 
pole of arc BC, arcs CG and CE are quadrants, &ECA = 90”, angle BCA is given, 
&CGB = 90”; hence angle ECG is known. Three sides are known in triangle DEG; 
consequently one can find its angles. Triangle DEG is known-it is polar with 
respect to triangle ABC. D is the pole of arc AB, the angle EDG is known, &BDG 
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= 90”; hence angle BDE is known. &ADE = 90” by construction; therefore, angle 
ADB is known-it corresponds to arc AB. Side AB is thus found, and sides BC 
and AC can be determined in a similar way. A similar discussion may be given for 
cases when angle A is obtuse and B is acute (Fig. 4a), or when both these angles 
are acute (Fig. 4b). 
The Collection of Rules by the Isfahan anonymous [Hairetdinova 1966, 461- 
4621 also involves a polar triangle for the solution of the same problem, but the 
construction of the polar triangle is different here. Indeed, the Isfahan anonymous 
constructs a spherical triangle A’B’C’ polar with respect to the given triangle ABC 
by extending arcs AB, BC, and AC in both directions from points A, B and C up to 
a quadrant, and then joining the points obtained by arcs of great circles. Al- 
Jayyani, however, constructs triangle A’B’C’ with respect to triangle ABC, com- 
plementing the angles of the given triangle up to right angles; then he draws 
quadrants on the sides of these angles and joins the points by arcs of great circles. 
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We have shown [Hairetdinova 19711 that the Collection of Rules, the trigono- 
metric treatise by the Isfahan anonymous, was one of the Islamic sources of De 
triungulis omnimodis libri quinque by Regiomontanus. By comparing the treatises 
written by al-Jayyani and Regiomontanus, we conclude that the latter was ac- 
quainted with al-Jayyani’s treatise either directly or through the trigonometric 
treatise by Ibn Aflah. Al-Jayyani notes in his treatise that three sides of a spherical 
triangle do not exceed 360”. The same statement is expressed as Theorem 39 of 
Book III by Regiomontanus [1967, 1851. Al-Jayyani says that the sum of the angles 
of a spherical triangle exceeds two right angles [Villuendas 1979, 371. Regiomon- 
tanus states the same proposition as Theorem 49 of Book III. He proves it, 
illustrates it with a drawing, and includes a brief introduction to the general 
properties of, and the difference between, plane and spherical triangles [Re- 
giomontanus 1967, 192-1941. 
Note that the discussion of plane trigonometry in the treatise by Regiomontanus 
also closely resembles its description in al-Jayyani’s work. Thus al-Jayyani con- 
siders problems of determining two arcs by their sum or difference and by the ratio 
of their sines (Fig. 5a) [Villuendas 1979,20-211. In the treatise by Regiomontanus, 
this is Theorem 22 of Book IV. He discusses the case when arc ABC < 180”, offers 
a similar proof, and gives a drawing (Fig. 5b) [Regiomontanus 1967,238-2391. He 
also considers a special case of this problem when the sines of the arcs are equal 
and chord AB is parallel to the diameter (Fig. 5~). This case occurs in the - _ - _ _ Commentary on the Almugest by al-Farabi and Ibn Sina. Al-Jayyam discusses the 
case when the arc ABC > 180” (Fig. 6a) [Villuendas 1979,22-241. Regiomontanus 
again considers the case when the arc ABC < 180”, and provides a proof similar to 
that of al-Jayyani-as well as a drawing. This is his Theorem 21 of Book IV (Fig. 
6b) [Regiomontanus 1967,230-2311. As an example and a supplement to the proof, 
al-Jayyani gives the ratio of segments, whereas Regiomontanus produces a nu- 
merical example. In his Collection of Rules the Isfahan anonymous also discusses 
this problem for cases in which the sum of arcs AB and AC is equal to, less than, 
or more than a quadrant [Anon., ff. 39-401. 
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Thus the study of both the anonymous Collectiofi of Rules and The Book on 
Unknown Arcs of a Sphere by al-Jayygni throws new light on the problem of the 
Oriental sources of Regiomontanus’ De triangulis. 
NOTE 
1. In considering mathematical problems discussed in treatises by medieval mathematicians. we 
shall use present-day terminology throughout. 
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